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Visor Bezel Kits for Deuce Style Turn 
Signals
Upgrade your stock turn signals with one of these 
visored bezel kits. Choose from amber, red, smoked 
or clear lens colors. Smoked and Clear lenses include 
bulbs. Sold in pairs.

Bezels only
688026 Amber lens
688027 Red lens

Bezels with smoked lens and single filament 
bulb
688028 Smoked lens amber bulb
688029 Smoked lens red bulb

Bezels with clear lens and dual filament bulb
688030 Clear lens amber bulb
688031 Clear lens red bulb
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Deep Dish Bezels by Küryakyn
These lenses will give your stock turn signals the last touch. Just snap them in place of the 
stock lens. Fit all late models with bullet style turn signals. Sold in pairs.
605094 Deep dish bezel smoke lens 
605095 Deep dish bezel amber lens 
605096 Deep dish bezel red lens 

Küryakyn Small Silver Bullet Lights
Customize your ride with these small Silver Bullet lights from Küryakyn. Complete with 
wiring and hardware. Sold in pairs.
330735 Universal 3/8" stud mount. 20 watt. Clear lenses
330737 Fork mount. 20 Watt. Clear lenses
Note: Designed as supplemental lighting ONLY, not to replace Original Equipment running lights or turn signals.

330735

LED Turn Signal Conversion kits by Küryakyn
These kits will allow you to convert your stock late model turn signals to super bright LED 
technology. Remove the stock lens and bulb then simply plug in the stylized lens and cir-
cuit board from Küryakyn. Sold in pairs.  
605066 Amber LED conversion for front flat style turn signals 
605064 Smoke LED conversion for front flat style turn signals 
605067 Red LED conversion for rear flat style turn signals 
605063 Smoke LED conversion for rear bullet style turn signals 
605062 Smoke LED conversion for rear flat style turn signals 

Matching Run-Turn-Brake Controller
605070 Brake light controller for most 97-13 models 


